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Blood runs thicker than waterâ€¦or so they say.Staking paranormal bad guys is Sonnetâ€™s regular
gig, and sheâ€™s good at it. But when sheâ€™s banished to demon-hell with her estranged twin
brother in tow, the last thing on her mind is vampire hunting.Finding her way out of hell is her first
priority, staying alive a close second.Pitted against unknown creatures, and faced with a father who
abandoned her at birth, Sonnet will need all the power and weapons at her disposal to find the one
thing that will guarantee her safe passage home: unhatched dragon eggs, straight from the realm of
dragons.
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Well Hell, literally. Sonnet finds herself in demon-hell with her estranged twin brother and it's not at
all what she expected. Dragons, werewolves and creatures she's never encountered make getting
out a challenge but not one Sonnet can't handle. I found myself attached to Poppy and hope to see
more of her in the future. Nope, not gonna tell you who she is you have to find out for yourself. This

series has quickly become one of my favorites and I'm fairly certain I'd read the phone book if Ms.
Lutz wrote it. If you love paranormal this series is for you.

I received this book as an ARC for an honest review. This is book 3 in the series and is awesome. I
love this series and recommend it to all paranormal lovers. I want my own Poppy... Can't wait for the
next book in the series. Sonnetâ€™s adventure into the Demon Hell is one you won't want to miss.
Poor Bane, he just can't win... This is a must read.

I loved this book. Gena has created a world that is equally entertaining and fascinating. If you love
vampires and other magical creatures you will love this book.This series has quickly become one of
my favorites and I can't wait to see Sonnet and Bane's next adventure!

I love the characters in this series and now this book introduces new ones to love. Sonnet gets more
than she bargained for in this book. She ended up in hell with her demon brother, but, what does
she come home with? Grab your copy to find out! I can't wait to see what happens next.

This is a paranormal short story. I recommend this for adults only due to the language. This is book
three in the Paranormal Hunter series, and picks up where the last book Phantom City leaves off.
This is action packed and Gena Lutz does not disappoint when it comes to keeping her readers on
the edge of their seats. Sonnet loves hunting... but when she in hell, staying alive in her main
concern. And the fact she found out her father is the devil, well that was a little disheartening. But
nothing she can not overcome. And can someone say DRAGONS!favorite passages:"Anxiety rode
up her spine like a chewing chainsaw, ripping out pieces of her backbone with each second
passed."

Demon Touched (Paranormal Hunter Book 3) by Gena D. Lutz***I was given an advanced reading
copy of this book inreturn for an honest review***We find Sonnet in Hell (literally) with her twin
brother.Sonnet meets her father and learns he is "King" and she is a princess in Demon Hell.It
seems someone has stolen Dragon Eggs and it is up to Sonnett and Bane to find and recover
them.Will Sonnett and Bane find the eggs and the party responsible?Will Sonnett return home?You
must read this to find out the answers.I loved this story. Ms Lutz has done it yet again. It kept me
riveted in the story til it's conclusion.I can not tell you much more without giving out the story.

Gena Lutz is an amazing writer and she will always leave your satisfied and wanting more at the
same time! Sonnet is a great character that you will love and want things to work out for her each
time. This time she's stuck in hell with demons she is related to but never knew. Her dad is a real
piece of work but I do like her brothers, even the bad one. She meets a dragon in this one and he's
quite interesting. I loved the story and Poppy is going to give her a run for her money, for sure! Bane
wasn't in it til the end, so I missed him but what a great book! My only complaint is I wanted it to last
longer like always!

Another great book in the Paranormal Hunter series. I think this might be my favorite paranormal
series. I'm not sure if she will be writing more of these characters but I am hoping so. There are a
few of them I'd like her to venture more into. I'm not sure if I'm the only one but I was totally digging
Brecon too. If you are a paranormal junkie this book/series is for you. Even if you aren't, these
books are enjoyable. I love how detailed she gets with her descriptions. It makes it so easy to
imagine while you're this book.
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